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ABSTRACT
This study examines the convergence of the European Commission
(EC) and Big Tech companies’ (Google and Microsoft) discourse
on ‘ethical’ AI through critical discourse analysis and the concept
of hegemonic discourse. The paper answers the question to what
extent there is a hegemonic discourse on ethical AI between EU pol-
icymakers and Big Tech companies and whether this is impacted by
the prospect of legally binding legislation, considering the possible
impact of the 2021 AI Act Proposal of the European Commission.
This analysis is relevant at an inflection point where previous lit-
erature notes superficial convergence between the approaches of
public and private actors, indicating policy consensus. The scope
of analysis however is limited to non-legally binding regulation
and lacks regional focus. In the EU, the advent of legally binding
AI regulation with the 2021 AI Act (AIA) Proposal marks a critical
juncture: with agreement on the AIA in December 2023, ethics
standards become part of market entry requirements to the EU Sin-
gle Market and the underlying differences in approaching Ethical
AI will have important ramifications on policy preferences, com-
pliance, enforcement and thought leadership in the domain more
broadly. I find that the European discourse on ‘ethical’ AI by the
EC and Big Tech companies such as Google and Microsoft is largely
hegemonic and depoliticised in non-legally binding settings from
2018-2021 due to shared assumptions on ‘ethical’ AI and absence
of significant underlying social and political conflict. It evolves
to non-hegemonic and repoliticised discourse through dislocation
by the prospect of legally binding regulation, which pushes actors
to reveal their genuine policy preferences that bear political and
social conflictuality whilst both actor types take an instrumental
approach to ethics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The reproduction and exacerbation of social inequalities through
AI systems put AI ethics on policy and academic agendas in the
mid-2010s, making non-legally binding ‘ethical’ AI principles and
governance structures proliferate. Literature notes superficial con-
vergence between the approaches of public and private actors, in-
dicating policy consensus. The scope of analysis is limited to non-
legally binding regulation and lacks regional focus. In the EU, the
advent of legally binding AI regulation with the 2021 AI Act (AIA)
Proposal marks a critical juncture: with the official adoption of the
AIA in December 2023, ethics standards become part of market
entry requirements to the EU Single Market [1].

To understand whether the initial AIA proposal may have engen-
dered policy conflicts or whether supposed convergence on ‘ethical’
AI between public and private policy actors prevails, this author
examines the convergence of the European Commission (EC) and
Big Tech companies’ discourse on ‘ethical’ AI using Gramsci’s con-
cept of hegemonic discourse. This paper answers the question to
what extent there is a hegemonic discourse on ethical AI between
EU policymakers and Big Tech companies and whether it is im-
pacted by the prospect of legally binding legislation. I find that
the European discourse on ‘ethical’ AI by the EC and Big Tech
companies such as Google and Microsoft is largely hegemonic and
depoliticised in non-legally binding settings from 2018-2021 due to
shared assumptions on ‘ethical’ AI and absence of significant un-
derlying social and political conflict. It evolves to non-hegemonic
and repoliticised discourse through dislocation by the prospect
of legally binding regulation, which pushes actors to reveal their
genuine policy preferences that bear political and social conflictual-
ity. Previously minimised social and political conflicts on ‘ethical’
AI likely re-emerge to dominate the ongoing debates on ‘ethical’
AI governance in the EU. To reach this conclusion, I present the
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emergence of AI ethics and the distinction between intrinsic and in-
strumental approaches to ethics, leading me to qualify the EC’s and
the Big Tech’s approach to ethics as instrumentalised by broader
economic growth or business development motives. The author
links this literature to the supposed convergence on ‘ethical’ AI
principles to reveal to what extent policymakers and companies
share ‘ethical’ AI policy preferences. The theoretical framework
introduces the concept of hegemonic discourse and Remling’s con-
cept of depoliticisation to better approach this question [2]. I use
the European Commission and Big Tech Companies (Google and
Microsoft) as case studies for Critical Discourse analysis of pri-
mary sources on their attitudes to both non-legally binding and
legally binding ‘ethical’ AI governance within EU jurisdiction by
examining their regulatory model preferences and their ‘ethical’ AI
principles through the examples of transparency and fairness.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Ethical AI emerges in the mid-2010s amidst growing scrutinisation
of AI’s negative social consequences. Big Tech companies are
considered as contributors to unequal power structures rather than
drivers of economic growth. This shift of public mood towards Big
Tech companies is called ‘techlash’ [3].

Emerging literature primarily focuses on AI-based discrimina-
tion caused by historically biased data, prejudiced risk variables and
human bias. Public discourse highlights discriminatory outcomes
in fields such as policing, social welfare services or employment
[4, 5]. In reaction to this techlash, the contested concept of ‘ethical’
AI emerges. It comprises corporate, public policy, scholarly and
civil society initiatives grappling to ‘align’ AI with fundamental val-
ues and ethics [6]. Tech ethics carry different and often conflicting
connotations. They can be approached from amoral philosophy and
justice perspective, but equally as a performative proclamation of
public sector or corporate values [6]. Bietti distinguishes between
intrinsic and instrumental approaches. Intrinsic ethics describes a
justice-seeking process with independent moral value [7]. Instru-
mental approaches however value ethics for the results it produces,
as a means for achieving a superior goal [7]. An organisation’s
ethical AI definition hence reflects their understanding of ethics.
This paper adopts UNESCO’s ethical AI definition, which connects
“ethical values and principles to the challenges and opportunities
linked to AI technologies, built on “international and national legal
frameworks, human rights and fundamental freedoms” [8].

2.1 Supposed convergence in the debate on
‘ethical’ AI

Since 2018, Big Tech companies develop internal ‘ethical’ AI gover-
nance through principles, ethics boards, company codes of practice
and academic expertise [9].

CEOs like Google’s Sundar Pichai regularly call for legally bind-
ing regulation, which shall not stifle innovation [10]. The EU or-
ganises public consultations, creates the AI Watch research group
and convenes the High-Level Expert Group on AI for elaborating
the Ethical Guidelines on Trustworthy AI [11]. The EC’s regula-
tory intention materialises with the 2020 Whitepaper on AI that
culminates in the legally binding AI Act proposal. With increasing
academic attention for AI ethics and non-legally binding ‘ethical’

AI principles across private and public institutions, a discourse on
supposed convergence on ethical AI emerges. Jobin, Ienaca and
Veyena’s seminal meta study reviewing 84 ‘ethical’ AI principles
declarations finds global convergence around the five principles of
transparency, fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy
[12]. Hagendorff equally finds that 80% of guidelines converge
around the principles of accountability, privacy, and fairness [13].
Nevertheless, both authors note that the principles’ definitions
may highly vary across actors. Most principles are approached
through tech-solutionism, leading to systematic omissions of AI’s
underlying social and political embedding [13]. This is facilitated
by their abstract nature and their limited effect on corporate or
public governance [14]. Hence, it seems like ‘ethical’ AI principle
convergence is limited to surface level wording but does not extend
to diverging definitions and practices. This raises questions about
the extent to which the broadly adopted discourse on ‘ethical’ AI
convergence might prevent further scrutinisation of AI’s place in
society. Currently, this literature does not trace how convergence
and differences in the discourse manifest across broader policy
discourse and primary sources, notably at the prospect of legally
binding regulation.

2.2 Contested AI Ethics
Beyond this debate on surface-level converging non-legally binding
‘ethical’ AI, there seems to be academic convergence on qualifying
‘ethical’ AI governance as an ‘instrumental’ approach to ethics. It is
used by private and public actors as a means for achieving broader
economic, or regulatory goals [7].

Whilst these goals may be concurring or mutually exclusive,
they are often combined. Economic instrumentalisation of AI ethics
describes the commodification of the latter for maintaining con-
tentious business models despite their potential material risks to
fundamental rights or for using it as an enabler of economic growth.
Big Tech companies hence ethicise the negative social and political
consequences of their operations to legitimise existing business
models as adequate for respecting fundamental rights [15]. Align-
ing business models with AI ethics results in the adoption of narrow
business and reputation risk perspectives, which minimise under-
lying social and political challenges [16]. Similarly, the EU takes
an economically instrumental approach by embedding AI ethics
into an economic and geopolitical AI race narrative against the
United States and China, which mobilises economic resources for
its uptake [17]. AI ethics are framed as a means for prevailing in
the economic and geopolitical race whilst maintaining the EU’s
commitments to fundamental rights under Art.2 of the Treaty on
the EU. This commodification of AI ethics facilitates the omission
of underlying social and political tensions from ‘ethical’ AI dis-
course, which is sustained by ‘tech-solutionist’ approaches to AI
ethics by public and private actors. Ethical concerns are framed
in narrow technical terms, presenting them as ‘fixable’ through
research and product optimisation. Assuming that complex social
and political challenges can be solved with technological fixes is
called tech-solutionism [18]. Its consequence is that only a small
circle of technical experts should engage with ‘ethical’ AI issues
[19]. In the studied context, this paper adopts the assumption that
AI ethics are tech- solutionist and economically instrumentalised.
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This framing is pervasive in North American STS and critical algo-
rithmic literature studies. However, these concepts are generally
underexplored in computer science and legal scholarship.

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This research focuses on the EU and Big Tech companies operat-
ing under its jurisdiction. Existing literature finds convergence
on ‘ethical’ AI principles to be superficial due to the presence of
diverging definitions and assumptions on AI. Mittelstadt and Ha-
gendorff demonstrate how underlying differences in interpreting
core ‘ethical’ AI principles buries social and political conflict and
avoids it from having to be vocalised in the debate on ‘ethical’ AI
[13, 14].

Nevertheless, they do not consider instrumental approaches to
AI ethics which is necessary to understand how social and political
conflict is channelled through a common framework of underlying
assumptions. Assessing the convergence of the debate in consid-
eration of the presented limitation may bear important results for
future policy development and conflict. Particularly, the turn to-
wards legally binding regulation reveals an important gap in the
study of ‘ethical’ AI governance: There is no assessment on how
the supposedly convergent discourse on ‘ethical’ AI governance
evolves over time and how it may change upon the prospect of
legally binding regulation. As the latter puts constraints on AI
market actors, it is expected that previously minimised divergences
in the superficially convergent discourse may become more preva-
lent, through increased conflictuality motivated by the desire of
reaching the most favourable legal framework. Consequently, I fo-
cus on re-assesing the presence of convergent non-legally binding
‘ethical’ AI discourse in the EU. This is the basis for understanding
its evolution in light of legally binding regulation (AIA Proposal)
and whether it impacts on the extent to which social and political
conflict is expressed in the policy debate. Consequently, I ask the
following research question: To what extent is there hegemonic
discourse on ethical AI between EU policymakers and Big Tech
companies and is it impacted by the prospect of legally binding
legislation?

Convergence is approached through the concept of hegemonic
discourse as defined by Gramsci [20]. This concept allows to ac-
count for discourse effects on power structures and the struggles
of the actors to dominate ‘ethical’ AI governance. Hegemonic dis-
course describes a cohesive narrative that through its “power force
wins the discursive marketplace” [21]. Through its dominating po-
sition in a given societal context, it constructs a distinct “common
sense” understanding of phenomena, often supported by shared
underlying myths and assumptions [22]. This paper considers hege-
monic discourse on a spectrum and not as an absolute binary to
account for discourse nuances. In the realms of digital development,
myths are used to “construct and promote digital developments,
communication policy and legitimate modes of governance that
would not have been possible without the establishment of such
a discourse” [23]. Consequently, myths as components of hege-
monic discourse are crucial for determining how a society embraces
AI. Furthermore, hegemonic discourse limits the possibility of dis-
cussing alternative conceptions of a phenomenon like Big Tech
infrastructure power, which fits the literature on convergence yet

is not jointly discussed [23]. By sustaining a narrative within the
limits of predominant hegemonic discourse, dislocations, that is
disruptive elements to the dominating narrative are subsumed into
it, which serves to maintain existing social, political, and economic
power structures [2]. Dislocation describes how hegemonic dis-
course can be challenged through new events or emerging elements
it can no longer explain or justify, hence discontinuing or shifting
the hegemonic discourse [24]. This could depoliticise the discourse
on a certain phenomenon. Remling’s analysis of the EC’s discourse
on climate adaption, reveals how the EC constructs the phenome-
non of climate change as “serious enough to warrant attention but
without consequences that meaningfully change the status quo” [2].
I apply depoliticisation to the assessment of whether the non-legally
binding policy discourse in the EU is hegemonic. I hypothesise that
the discourse on ‘ethical’ AI and its non-legally binding policies
by the EC and Big Tech companies form a hegemonic discourse
that depoliticises underlying social and political questions. Fol-
lowing this logic, the AIA Proposal would be a dislocation to the
hegemonic discourse and its hypothesised depoliticised nature, if
it alters the manner in which social and political conflict is pre-
sented or omitted from the discourse. Whilst the AIA proposal is a
product of the EC’s continuous approach to ethical AI and is not a
dislocation in itself, I assume it to be a dislocation to the hegemonic
discourse of supposed convergence on ‘ethical AI. It is expected that
the AIA proposal forces actors to confront underlying social and
political conflicts through the pressure of binding regulation, hence
repoliticising the debate. Should this dislocation be confirmed, it
will have wide reaching implications for future policy conflict. It is
important to note that this paper will not attempt to prove that the
AIA alone may produce this effect as other independent variables
cannot be controlled for. It however may generate a hypothesis
that can be scrutinised through further research to understand in
how far policy debates may be dislocated by the advent of legally
binding regulation.

4 METHODOLOGY
As per the case selection, I study EU jurisdiction due to its seminal
policy initiatives on AI and its self- proclaimed leadership role in
‘ethical’ AI governance [25].

The EC is selected for analysis, as it has the initiative of legal
acts and engages with AI ethics as a regulator since 2017. The
publication of the EC’s 2019 ‘Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy
AI’ increased demands for regulatory intervention amidst public
attention on discriminatory AI use across the EU [26, 27]. Follow-
ing its 2020 Whitepaper on AI, marking the EC’s legally binding
regulatory intention, it is the first international organisation to de-
velop legally binding legislation on AI with its 2021 AI Act Proposal
[1]. Its legally binding nature forces Big Tech companies to closely
engage with the EC through public consultations which provide
important data to assess whether the AIA proposal dislocates the
supposedly hegemonic discourse on ‘ethical’ AI. For comparison, I
select ‘Big Tech’ companies, defined as the “five most prosperous
and influential US technological companies of the global IT indus-
try” [28]. They dominate the EU Tech market with combined global
yearly revenues of more than 1,5 trillion US dollars in 2022 [29].
Moreover, they hold monopolistic market power by concentrating
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global AI resources like cloud computing infrastructure, translat-
ing into bargaining power for shaping discourse on AI [30]. This
market position increases the likelihood of competitors aligning
with their ‘ethical’ AI approaches, making them the most relevant
actors in comparison to the EC. Through purposive sampling, I
select Microsoft and Google as ‘Big Tech’ case studies. Both are
market leaders in the EU jurisdiction and intensely engage with
EC policymakers on ‘ethical’ AI since the publication of the ‘Ethics
Guidelines for Trustworthy AI’ [31]. They recently contributed to
public consultations on the EC’s Whitepaper on AI and the AIA pro-
posal. Both companies undertake internal ‘responsible AI’ efforts
by publishing Responsible AI Principles’ and internal governance
such as Microsoft’s “Responsible AI Practices” and Google’s reg-
ularly published “Policy Perspectives” [32, 33]. The main limit of
this case selection is the small sample size, limiting the scope for
making broad generalisations about Big Tech’s approach to ethical
AI.

Themethod of Critical Discourse Analysis is employed to analyse
the use of language as a social practice and its effect on social phe-
nomena across the discourse of the EC, Google, and Microsoft [34].
For assessing to what extent, the discourse of the actors on ‘ethical’
AI governance is hegemonic, I use the concept of congruence that
I define through both lexical and semantic congruence. Lexical
congruence refers to the degree of converging wording on ‘ethical’
AI that I operationalise through the concept of nomination. It con-
sists of understanding how ‘ethical’ AI phenomena are defined and
referred to and what aspirations this expresses in the construction
of a policy strategy [35]. ‘Ethical’ AI nominations hence bear im-
portant implications for assessing semantic congruence. Semantic
congruence, exploring whether the meanings of terms and their un-
derlying assumptions align, is operationalised through the concepts
of argumentation and perspectivization [35]. Argumentation is the
analysis of arguments for understanding their use in persuading an
audience of normative rightness in claims and narratives [35]. It al-
lows to scrutinise the actors’ argumentation strategies for justifying
their ‘ethical’ AI governance approaches. Perspectivisation allows
to understand from what perspective the studied nominations and
arguments are expressed [35]. This requires acknowledging Big
Tech’s corporate perspective, driven by their business models and
the EC’s position as the EU’s legislative regulator, pursuing con-
curring economic- and rights-based goals. The limitations of CDA
for this analysis are the potential selection biases of the author in
choosing to analyse certain discourse elements over others and
the lack of peer-review regarding the identification of discourse
themes. CDA is based on publicly available primary sources pub-
lished by the actors between 2017 and June 2023. This timeframe
is selected as it reflects the initial emergence of non-legally bind-
ing policy debates across the studied actors until the end of data
collection in June 2023. For CDA on non-legally binding regula-
tion, I refer to the EC’s policy documents published since 2017
such as the 2019 Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, until the
2020 Whitepaper on AI which marks the turn for the assessment
of discourse on legally binding regulation. The main document for
assessing the EC’s attitudes to legally binding regulation is the 2021
AI Act Proposal. Regarding Google and Microsoft, I consider their
‘responsible’ AI principles, policy documents, corporate blogs and
videos discussing internal and external governance preferences for

‘ethical’ AI as a primary discourse source on non-legally binding
regulation. The core documents for assessing attitudes to legally
binding regulation are the submissions to the public consultations
on the 2020 Whitepaper on AI and the 2021 AIA proposal. A de-
tailed list of primary sources can be found in appendix 1. Using
inductive theme identification, I initially familiarise myself with
the texts, identify relevant passages about ’ethical’ AI governance,
and then re-evaluate and group retained text elements into cate-
gories and subcategories listed in appendix 2 [36]. Discourses on
‘Ethical’ AI Principles proclaimed by all studied actors and the AI
Act were treated independently to identify distinct themes. Later,
the findings were reintegrated to understand the implications of
theme overlaps, particularly regarding nuances between discourse
on non-legally binding and legally binding governance approaches.

5 EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Hegemonic Discourse on non-legally

binding regulation
This section demonstrates the actors’ hegemonic approach to non-
legally binding ‘ethical’ AI regulation. I find high lexical congruence
in regulatory modes and abstract principles, yet minor semantic
congruences. These results are due to varying degrees of policy
preference specification and differences between rights-based and
corporate approaches to ethics.

The EC considers non-legally binding ‘ethical’ AI regulation as
a transitionary form of regulation which precedes legally binding
regulation. Its non-legally binding guidance is intended to prepare
legally binding regulation, as the 2020 Whitepaper clearly under-
scores. Google and Microsoft however consider non-legally binding
regulation to be sufficient in itself. Google highlights why stake-
holder expertise and broader flexibility of self- and co-regulatory
regimes is better than “static” regulation, a negatively connotated
word for legally-binding regulation as it underlies the assumption
that legislation is inherently rigid and incapable of evolution [37].
This opposes the Big Tech vision of fast-moving innovation and
hence subtly reveals potential regulatory conflict. Interestingly,
Google and Microsoft consistently frame themselves as governance
experts and announced their respective ‘responsible’ AI principles
and governance structures in 2018. Since, they engage in diverse
research and development (R&D) and policy initiatives to opera-
tionalise them. Additionally, they engage with European institu-
tions, academia, and other stakeholders to embed their vision of
‘ethical’ AI governance into large-scale regulation. Overall, there is
high lexical congruence between the EC and Big Tech companies
embracing non- legally binding governance, yet the vision of self-
regulatory regimes semantically differs: whilst the EC sees it as a
transition to legally binding regulation, the companies consider it
as a sufficient governance mode which may raise policy conflict
upon the prospect of legally binding regulation.

To understand the extent to which these lexically congruent ap-
proaches to non-legally binding regulation translate to hegemonic
discourse on the principles and practices associated with ‘ethical’
AI, I scrutinise each actors’ ‘ethical’ AI principles and supporting
documents for qualitative comparison. My findings confirm those
of Jobin, Ienca and Vayena and Hagendorff who find high lexical
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Table 1: Comparative overview of ‘ethical’ AI principles of studied actors

Broad Category Nomination (EC) Nomination Google Nomination Microsoft

Safety Technical Robustness and safety Safety Reliability and safety

Privacy/Data Protection Privacy and Data Governance Privacy Privacy and Security

Accountability Accountability Accountability Accountability

Fairness Diversity, Non-Discrimination and
Fairness

Fairness Fairness and Inclusion

Transparency Transparency N/A, grouped with other
categories

Transparency

Social Mission Societal and Environmental Wellbeing Social Benefit N/A, mention in other policy
documents

congruence across proclaimed ‘ethical’ AI principles but incon-
gruences in their semantical meaning [12, 13]. My comparison
reveals similar nominations of high-level abstract principles for
approaching ‘ethical’ AI governance, indicating a high degree of
lexical congruence. Table 1 shows which nominations the actors
choose for the principles identified in Jobin et al.’s meta study. Table
1 confirms their results as all categories are present in our sample.
A noteworthy incongruence is that Google does not proclaim a
transparency principle. It is included in the accountability princi-
ple and further primary sources, allowing the conclusion that the
principle is nevertheless prioritised.

To assess to what degree these congruent lexical nominations
extend to semantic congruence on the meaning of these ‘ethical’
AI principles, I focus on the principles of transparency and fairness.
They are selected for analysis as they are central to each actor’s
‘ethical’ AI governance approach, persist in their discourse on the
AIA proposal and have the least overlap with other related pol-
icy debates. The principles of privacy or safety for instance are
interlinked with other policy debates such as the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) or the EU Cybersecurity Act, which
would necessitate to include these regulatory contexts more closely
for a comprehensive analysis.

5.1.1 Transparency. All three actors allude to the principle of trans-
parency. The EC is the most specific and prescriptive about what
transparency means for ‘ethical’ AI governance and how it should
be applied. Microsoft and Google remain more abstract, creating
an impression of superficial discourse congruence.

In its ‘Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI’, the EC presents
three different concepts associated with transparency: first, they
introduce the principle of data explicability, the AI system and its
business model [38]. This understanding is linked to explainable AI
(XAI) computer science literature, which focuses on how computing
processes can be transparently explained to professionals and lay
people [39]. Traditionally, XAI is limited to explaining computing
processes and data treatment. The EC’s extension of this notion
to business models demonstrates its demand of opening Big Tech
business models to broader scrutiny. Closely linked to the notion

of XAI and the principle of explicability is the notion of traceability
the EC introduces: “The data sets and the processes that yield the
AI system’s decision, including those of data gathering and data
labelling as well as the algorithms used, should be documented to
the best possible standard to allow for traceability and an increase
in transparency” [38]. Traceability refers to increasing explicability
and transparency through the possibility of chronologically fol-
lowing algorithmic computing processes. These two transparency
concepts benefit specialists who can utilise the additional informa-
tion for conducting assessments of AI systems to determine their
compatibility with ethics requirements. Regarding citizen-oriented
transparency, the EC proposes that human users shall be informed
if they interact with an AI system [38]. This demonstrates the EC’s
emphasis on human autonomy which is linked to the fundamental
rights-based element of its discourse on ‘ethical’ AI. Microsoft does
not provide governance recommendations but focuses on provid-
ing a definition of transparency and what goals it should achieve.
Transparency is presented as a dual concept, consisting of opera-
tor’s transparency about “how and why they are using AI, and also
the limitations of their systems” [33]. Secondly, they emphasise
that “transparency also means that people should be able to under-
stand the behaviour of AI systems” [33]. This approach matches
the EC’s conception of XAI yet is presented in an abstract fashion
less specific about implementation. Microsoft is more vocal on the
goals transparency can fulfil by referring to mitigating unfairness
in AI systems, helping to technologically correct them and gain
user trust. Overall, Microsoft’s approach is largely semantically
congruent with the EC’s approach, which may be caused by the
abstract nature of its statements. Google is the least vocal about
transparency and does not consider it amongst its ‘responsible’ AI
principles. Whilst issues pertaining to transparency are discussed
in other primary sources such as the yearly operationalisation re-
ports on ‘responsible’ AI, it is amongst the least discussed principles.
Commitments on transparency pertain to providing relevant expla-
nations and appeal mechanisms for Google’s AI product operations
[40]. Overall, there is medium level semantic congruence on the
actors’ conception of transparency with highly varying degrees
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of engaging with the principle. This could lead to the impression
of general discourse congruence for a lack of more details about
how particularly Big Tech companies conceive the principle to be
implemented.

5.1.2 Fairness. Regarding fairness, I find highly congruent, almost
exclusive, focus on bias in AI systems and tech-solutionist fixes
to mitigate them. Upon inspection, the motivation for approach-
ing bias slightly differs between the EC’s rights-based approach
and the Big Tech’s corporate risk approach. This may impact on
the operationalisation of fairness and raise policy conflicts as the
discourse evolves to legally binding governance.

Following the EC, bias is caused by: “Inadvertent historic bias, in-
complete data or ‘bad’ governance and describes its consequences as
unintended (in)direct prejudice and discrimination against certain
groups or people, potentially exacerbating prejudice, and marginal-
isation. Harm can also result from the intentional exploitation
of (consumer) biases or by engaging in unfair competition, such
as the homogenisation of prices by means of collusion or a non-
transparent market” [38]. This definition encompasses human and
technical sources of bias, and consequences, namely marginalisa-
tion and discrimination. Strikingly, it extends to market mecha-
nisms such as unfair competition or price discrimination, demon-
strating a genuine rights-based approach. This is absent from Big
Tech definitions as it would undercut their business models. Google
adopts a congruent definition of bias yet approaches it through a
narrow engineering efficiency and corporate risk lens that omits
market mechanisms. It contends that: “AI algorithms and datasets
can reflect, reinforce, or reduce unfair biases. We will seek to avoid
unjust impacts on people, particularly those related to sensitive
characteristics such as race, ethnicity, gender, nationality, income,
sexual orientation, ability, and political or religious belief” [40].
It acknowledges technical bias causes yet redirects discourse to
the possibility that algorithms could reduce bias. Whilst absent
from the EC’s perception, it is present in Microsoft’s discourse that
considers fairness as a means for “making sure that the systems
we develop and deploy, reduce unfairness in our society rather
than keep things at the same level or make it even worse” [33].
This reframing of the narrative implies that AI is the solution to a
problem it creates. Such relativisation of AI’s negative risks may
be part of a broader strategy to avoid regulatory binding legislation
by reframing its ethical risks as societal opportunities.

Moreover, both Big Tech companies demonstrate their instru-
mental and corporate risk logic to AI ethics by framing fairness
initiatives as matters of engineering efficiency. Google incorpo-
rates fairness “early in developers’ machine learning workflow
and throughout the product development lifecycle” as this would
“avoid burning engineering cycles spent retrofitting technology if
an issue emerges after launch or even much later. (…) This aligns
with our product excellence mantra” [40]. This instrumentalised
approach to fairness as a means to achieving product excellence
and minimising efficiency losses demonstrates a highly corporate
approach to AI ethics. Both Google and Microsoft acknowledge
that ‘unethical’ products could lead to reputational and financial
risks such as adversely affecting “revenues and operating results”
[16]. Consequently, fairness serves the purpose of preserving busi-
ness models and revenue. This approach results in companies

presenting mitigation practices that “the organisation is not yet
doing but is capable of doing” through “relatively costless reforms
that provide the veneer of ethical behaviour” [6]. My findings
demonstrate that this facilitates a narrow vision of how complex
principles such as fairness should be mitigated, mainly through
a limited tech-solutionist approach. This allows companies to ad-
dress fairness concerns through “relatively costless” technological
reforms with existing resources without having to modify their
underlying business models. Interestingly, the EC equally presents
mitigation measures in mainly technical terms. The EC takes an
abstract tech-solutionist approach to mitigating fairness by advo-
cating for “identifiable and discriminatory bias to be removed in
the collection phase”, demonstrating the assumption that bias is
primarily a technical problem that can be technically removed [38].
Computer science literature clarifies that removing characteristics
from AI models is insufficient for reducing bias, in absence of a
systemic scrutinisation of the dataset [5]. This approach omits how
other computing processes such as statistical bias, faulty or overly
precise inferences or shifting the sampling frame can equally be the
source of discriminatory outcomes. The EC hence takes a reductive
approach to technical bias mitigation. Google equally takes a fully
tech-solutionist approach to addressing fairness. Particularly its
yearly ‘responsible’ AI operationalisation reports highlight exam-
ples of fairness concerns the company identifies and how these
are addressed. One noteworthy example is persisting gender bias
in Google Translate that is addressed through dataset adaptation
[40]. Beyond this example, Google scrutinises the implications of
a wide product range, a level of transparency that Microsoft does
not match. Microsoft is silent about mitigation techniques it takes
and merely refers to its internal governance structures and how
these implement such techniques [33]. Overall, the actors adopt a
semantically congruent vision of fairness through the lens of AI
bias and tech-solutionism, however with incongruences regarding
the acknowledgement of market mechanisms and business mod-
els as bias sources, which may lead to policy conflict in a legally
binding context.

5.1.3 Conclusion: Largely hegemonic discourse on non-legally bind-
ing regulation. In conclusion, I find high level lexical congruence
in the nomination of non-legally binding ‘ethical’ AI principles.
Moreover, I find largely semantically congruent discourse on the
analysed principles of transparency and fairness. Despite apparent
incongruences, I consider that the argumentation strategies of ab-
stractness and unexplored contestation foster a largely hegemonic
discourse on non-legally binding ‘ethical’ AI governance.

First, the discourse on transparency demonstrates how congru-
ence is constructed through the contrast between specific policy
propositions by the EC and abstract statements by Google and Mi-
crosoft. This abstractness makes it impossible to discern whether
Big Tech companies agree with the EC’s position. Therefore, the
discourse of regulator and regulatee seems largely congruent yet
omits and invisibilises potential incongruences that could mani-
fest as policy conflicts. Secondly, the principles of transparency
and fairness reveal incongruences between the EC’s rights-based
logic and the Big Tech’s corporate risk-based lens. This conflicts
with the EC’s mention of market mechanisms and business models
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as producers of unfair AI bias and potentially untransparent sys-
tems. As these incongruences do not extend beyond a sentence
of recommendations each yet would bear wide reaching implica-
tions for how to approach ‘ethical’ AI governance and the political
economy of AI, they cannot be considered as consistent and fre-
quent enough to undermine the overall perception of congruent
discourse. This is reinforced as the EC does not stress such systemic
economic considerations in other policy documents and because its
approach to ‘trustworthy’ AI is grounded on said business models
for the economic growth it expects to derive from AI development.
Furthermore, the highly congruent tech-solutionist approach to
mitigating ethics concerns across all three actors limits the scope
for considering such deeper-seated political contestation. In con-
clusion, I qualify the discourse of all three actors on ‘ethical’ AI
governance as hegemonic discourse, due to the lexical congruence
on ethical principles and relatively high semantical congruence
on how these principles are operationalised, despite the discussed
mechanisms and limitations. This hegemonic discourse has the
effect of reinforcing “a narrow and confined vision of the possibil-
ities of regulatory change, and inhibit dialogue”, particularly on
underlying issues of structural injustice, the political economy of
AI and the effect of its business models on ethics [23]. Instead, it
centres the attention on “procedural fairness and fixable tweaks”
[7]. As typical for hegemonic discourse, valuable alternatives are
less likely to emerge [7]. In the context of ‘ethical’ AI governance,
the hegemonic discourse contributes to the invisibilisation of un-
derlying social and political contestation and conflict. In analogy to
Remling’s qualification of the EC’s hegemonic discourse on climate
adaptation as ‘depoliticised’ due to the absence of underlying social
and political issues from the discourse, I consider the hegemonic
discourse on ‘ethical’ AI governance as depoliticised. This raises
the question to what extent the prospect of the legally binding
AIA may present a dislocation to this hegemonic discourse that
may ‘re-politicise’ the discourse on ‘ethical’ AI by making political
conflict resurface? As each three actors have an interest in aligning
the AIA as closely as possible with their policy preferences, it is
expected that the minor incongruences in the non-legally binding
discourse will intensify to reveal the contested character of ‘ethical’
AI governance and potentially call the hegemonic discourse into
question.

5.2 Dislocation of hegemonic discourse through
the prospect of legally binding regulation

To examine whether the prospect of legally binding regulation has
an effect on the largely hegemonic discourse on non- legally binding
‘ethical’ AI governance, I assess the EC and Big Tech’s attitude to
legally binding regulation in the context of the 2021 AIA proposal.

This analysis reveals to what extent previously dissimulated un-
derlying social and political questions may be repoliticised through
the prospect of legally binding regulation. The 2021 AIA proposal
is the first horizontal regulation on AI, encompassing all AI ap-
plications across the Single Market [41]. This study focuses on
the 2021 EC proposal and not the final version at the moment of
adoption in December 2023. It is a market entry regulation aimed
at setting “harmonised rules on the development, placing on the
Union market and the use of products and services making use of AI

technologies or provided as stand-alone AI systems” [1]. It equally
aims to ensure all AI systems on the Single Market comply with the
EU Charter of Fundamental rights [1]. The proposal takes a techno-
logically neutral and risk-based regulatory approach. AI systems
are classified according to the risk they pose to fundamental rights
and accordingly need to fulfil differentiated obligations for entry to
the Single Market. AI applications posing an unacceptable risk are
prohibited and contain practices like social scoring. High-risk AI
applications need to fulfil a set of requirements to gain access to the
EU Single Market [1]. The majority of provisions in the AIA pro-
posal concern obligations for such high-risk systems. Limited and
minimal risk applications are solely subject to minor transparency
obligations. Prior to its publication, all studied actors expressed
themselves on their legally binding regulation preferences. These
approaches are crucial to understand in how far the AIA proposal
represents a dislocation to the previously hegemonic discourse.

5.2.1 Regulatory preferences for legally binding regulation. There
is strong lexical and semantic congruence on a risk-based approach
to AI regulation. However, there are important incongruences on
underlying regulatory models between prescriptive approaches
favoured by the EC and performance- based approaches favoured
by Google and Microsoft.

These incongruences have important implications for the scope
in which policy conflicts about the AIA proposal are discussed
and reveals that matching each actor’s perspectivisation, Big Tech
companies favour regulation models that give them maximum dis-
cretion in implementing legally-binding ‘ethical’ AI governance,
whereas the EC follows a public sector control rationale. Every-
one favours a risk- based approach to regulation, meaning that the
regulatory burden upon an AI system is proportional to the risk it
poses to fundamental rights and safety. The EC adopts this vision
starting with its 2020Whitepaper on AI and the Big Tech companies
since their public consultation submissions on the latter, indicating
that the EC may have contributed to this policy preference. How-
ever, there are two important semantic incongruences regarding
the scope of such regulation: Whilst the EC embraces a horizontal
approach in the AIA and its previous communication, both Big
Tech companies express themselves in favour of sectoral regula-
tion: This vision of regulation is more fragmented and grants Big
Tech companies more discretion in co-determining the rules that
apply to their sector. Second, there are important incongruences
between the EC and the Big Tech’s preferred regulatory model:
whilst the EC favours prescriptive regulation, based on manage-
ment and technology standards, both Big Tech companies are in
favour of performance-based standards. Prescriptive regulation
consists of legal provisions that precisely detail how regulatory
goals are to be achieved by regulates [42]. In regulatory literature,
management- and technology-based regulation describe this pre-
scriptive approach of the EC.The EC largely deploys this regulatory
approach by prescribing how providers of AI systems shall govern
the data underlying their systems, specificities of their datasets
and pre- and post-market requirements that specify both process
and outcome elements [43]. Contrarily, Big Tech companies favour
performance- based regulation, focused on assessing regulatees on
their capacity to reach certain regulatory targets without prescrib-
ing processes on how to reach them [43]. This may leave ethically
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contentious processes out of regulatory sight [43, 44]. Google and
Microsoft may prefer this option as it implies a limited regulatory
burden compared to prescriptive approaches. Altogether, the afore-
mentioned lexical and semantic incongruences on the approaches
to legally binding regulation between the EC and Big Tech compa-
nies reveal highly diverging preferences of regulatory mode that
will shape the subsequent analysis of whether the AIA proposal
is a dislocation to the actors’ hegemonic discourse on non-legally
binding ‘ethical’ AI governance.

The EC, Google and Microsoft evolve in their discourse on ‘eth-
ical’ AI governance upon the prospect of legally binding regula-
tion since the publication of the 2020 Whitepaper on AI. Increased
specificity in the Big Tech’s expression of policy preferences on
transparency repoliticises the previously hegemonic discourse by
making political conflicts and concurrent rights more prevalent.
Moreover, the previously hegemonic tech-solutionist discourse on
fairness is dislocated through open policy conflict on the scope and
operationalisation of fairness mitigation.

5.2.2 Transparency. The AIA proposal leads to a specification on
how the EC envisions the principle of transparency in continuity of
explicability and traceability it established in its non-legally binding
‘ethical guidelines for trustworthy AI’.

Article 64 of the AIA proposal on ‘access to data and documen-
tation’ grants market surveillance authorities the possibility to
require “full access to the training, validation and testing datasets
used by the provider, including through application programming
interfaces (‘API’) or other appropriate technical means and tools
enabling remote access” [1]. In the second paragraph, this right
extends to access to the source code. These provisions enable trans-
parency on the technical components of AI systems for market
surveillance authorities which helps address the underlying infor-
mation asymmetry between Big Tech companies and regulators.
This approach is consistent with the notion of explicability and
mitigates the information surplus of companies vis-à-vis regulators
as they have more information about the operations of their sys-
tems. Incomplete information makes effective AI regulation more
challenging for regulators and prolongs the delay with which they
can react to emerging technological developments [44]. The EC
hence remains consistent in its discourse and raises a tension with
Big Tech companies by openly requiring access to their data and the
systems with which their systems operate. Consequently, Google
and Microsoft both see themselves forced to diverge from their
previously abstract and unspecific discourse on transparency to
express their contestation. Both companies do not deem the access
to their datasets and source codes as adequate and cite security,
data protection, trade secret and technological reasons to justify
their preference. This creates policy conflict by forcing concurring
ethics elements such as transparency and data protection to be
weighed against each other. Google for instance contends: “In
addition, there are serious privacy concerns regarding any sharing
of datasets that contain personally identifiable information (PII).
This includes the heightened exposure risk inherent in data being
retained when it would otherwise have been deleted in line with
GDPR’s data minimisation principles, and the danger that the data
transfer mechanisms enabling it are exploited by malicious actors”
[45]. Beyond raising concerns about the proposal’s compatibility

with the EU’s General Data Protection Directive, this focus on the
divulgation of PII reveals the contested nature of how transparency
should be envisioned. Whilst one may argue that Google and Mi-
crosoft use data protection concerns as a pretext to avoid regulatory
scrutiny of their business models and data, their reasoning nev-
ertheless reveals underlying political tension that conflicts with
the widely hegemonic discourse on transparency in non-legally
binding settings.

5.2.3 Fairness. The AIA proposal, and particularly Article 10
on data governance approaches fairness and non-discrimination
through a narrow focus on bias introduced to AI systems through
training, validation, and testing data [1].

Particularly the third paragraph with requirements for data sets
raises contestation amongst Google and Microsoft. It contends
that: “Training, validation, and testing data sets shall be relevant,
representative, free of errors and complete. They shall have the
appropriate statistical properties, including, where applicable, as
regards the persons or groups of persons on which the high-risk
AI system is intended to be used” [1]. Imposing the properties
of data sets is prescriptive yet lacking specific definitions of what
terms such as “relevant, representative, free of errors and complete”
mean, creates legal uncertainty, and provides companies discretion
in choosing processes for attaining these technological goals. It
is hence a hybrid management-based regulatory approach. More-
over, by approaching fairness and non-discrimination through a
narrow ex- ante focus on technical bias mitigation presents an in-
congruence with the EC’s previous non-legally binding approach
which is more holistic, considering fairness and non-discrimination
through a broader socio-technical lens, including human bias, de-
sign choices and institutional choice and governance structures [38].
Even though the proposal contains a provision obliging providers
to consider “specific geographical, behavioural or functional setting
within which the high- risk AI system is intended to be used”, this
does not establish a clear link with bias and the potential need of
adapting data sources and management practices according to the
deployment context [1]. For instance, the requirement of data set
‘representativeness’ legitimises the assumption that bias is a result
of unrepresentative data which obfuscates the multiple causes of AI
unfairness and discrimination necessary to consider for a holistic
approach. The example of AI in predictive policing tools shows that
social and organisational bias amongst the police or political prac-
tices such as urban redlining equally facilitate the reinforcement of
discrimination patterns for marginalised communities [4].

Overall, confining solutions to the ambit of technological fixes
risks obscuring the complex socio-technical AI lifecycle and de-
ployment contexts. Google and Microsoft voice their disagreement
with this policy and cite both technical and socio-technical rea-
sons to express their conflicting visions on bias mitigation. These
underly the incongruent approach to the regulatory model by crit-
icising the prescriptiveness of the EC’s approach and advocating
for performance-based standards. Regarding technical feasibility,
Google says that “certain requirements of the regulation such as
that datasets be ‘free of errors and complete’, demands a level of
perfection that is not technically feasible” [45]. Microsoft simi-
larly proclaims that “this requirement will be unworkable in some
scenarios and inadequate in others” [46]. They explain that it is
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impossible to create a ‘complete’ dataset, as missing data points or
errors are not fully removable due to undetectable self-reporting
mistakes [46]. Moreover, Microsoft importantly recognises that
“present provisions alone will not allow to fulfil the regulatory goal
of reducing unfair and discriminatory outcomes produced by AI
systems without broader consideration of industry practices and
awareness for the highly contextual nature of fairness and the fact
that it is never possible to fully “de-bias” an AI system or “guar-
antee” its fairness”. Ensuring that training, testing, and validation
datasets are appropriately tailored to the task at hand is only part of
the solution to promoting AI fairness and non-discrimination” [46].
This statement denounces the EC’s narrow focus on technologi-
cal bias and the disregard for assessing its contextual deployment.
They stress that “model design and continuous real-world testing
throughout the deployment lifecycle are equally important” and
overall assume that “Article 10 — or the AI Act as a whole cannot
provide the level of fairness and non-discrimination in AI systems
to which it aspires” [46]. By declaring the EC’s approach to fairness
as incompatible with fulfilling its goal, and its scope too limited, it
reveals an underlying tension between tech-solutionist and socio-
technical solutions. Whilst Microsoft remains within the confines
of tech- solutionism by mainly focusing on technological mitiga-
tion measures to address fairness, its position reveals an underlying
political tension present in the broader academic literature between
STS and corporate governance approaches. In the given context, Mi-
crosoft’s concerns seem to be less congruent with the spirit of STS
literature and the notion of AI as socio-technical systems but rather
motivated by shifting the focus to a less prescriptive regulatory
model, focused on performance-based regulation. The company
says that “outcomes-based approach to requirements is more likely
to achieve the AI Act’s goals” and presents a list of alternative
performance metrics [46]. One such metric is that “high risk AI
systems should provide a similar quality of service for relevant
demographic groups impacted by the system” [46]. By recentring
the focus on material consequences of AI systems rather than pro-
cess specifications, Microsoft creates an argumentative structure
to justify their regulatory preference that would give them more
discretion and liberty in how to attain the regulatory goal. Google
similarly advocates for performance-based governance and insists
on the inclusion of ‘industry best practices’ as the appropriate
process for achieving the desired regulatory outcome [45]. This
emphasis on performance standards and industry best practices is a
means for Big Tech companies to define the meaning and processes
with which the regulatory goals are to be attained, granting them
maximum control over regulation in their position as regulates.

5.2.4 Conclusion: Repoliticisation of discourse on ‘ethical’ AI
through dislocation. Overall, the largely hegemonic discourse on
non-legally binding ‘ethical’ AI governance is dislocated by the
prospect of the legally binding AIA proposal through repoliticisa-
tion. Repoliticisation means that previously omitted yet underlying
social and political conflicts become apparent in the actors’ dis-
course that formulate specific policy preferences in the competition
for the most favourable legally binding regulatory outcome.

Beyond the highly incongruent regulatory model preferences, I
identify two mechanisms that drive the dislocation of the largely
hegemonic discourse on ‘ethical’ AI governance: the shift from

abstract and vague statements to specific policy preferences and
open policy conflict within the highly hegemonic tech-solutionist
approach to fairness and non-discrimination. Concerning regula-
tory model preferences, the discourse on legally binding regulation
is largely incongruent between the EC and Big Tech companies.

Whilst all actors agree on a risk-based approach, there are wide-
reaching incongruences between the EC’s preference for horizon-
tal and prescriptive regulation and the Big Tech’s sectoral and
performance-based regulation models. Initially, all actors shared a
largely congruent discourse on principle-based non-legally binding
regulatory regimes, with the only difference that the EC regarded
such self-regulation as transitionary whereas Big Tech companies
considered it as a stand-alone option. I hypothesise that in ab-
sence of a concrete prospect of legally binding regulation, this
divergence did not lead to policy conflict as underlying regulatory
model preferences were congruent in the time period from 2018
until 2020. The latter year marks a discourse turning point with
the EC’s Whitepaper on AI. It formulates its legally binding regu-
latory intention and its preference for risk-based, horizontal and
prescriptive governance. This initiates the dislocation of the largely
hegemonic approach to regulation as Big Tech companies present
their incongruent preferences in response. They surprisingly per-
sist in their highly incongruent discourse after the presentation of
the AIA proposal, which sustains open policy conflict and hence
repoliticises the debate about what regulatory model is best fit for
‘ethical’ AI governance.

Second, Big Tech companies that remained abstract in their dis-
course on transparency during non-legally binding regulation, be-
come more specific upon the prospect on legally-binding regulation.
Whilst this trend is not surprising, given that previously their vision
is less decisive for broader governance, it contributes to repoliticis-
ing the discourse by making contentions questions and policy con-
flict more present in the discourse. Such conflicts manifest through
confronting concurring fundamental rights, for instance tensions
between maintaining data protection and enabling transparency.
The move from abstract to specific policy preferences also means
that conflicting regulatory goals of broader digital regulation are ad-
dressed: The EC’s effort to reduce information asymmetry between
Big Tech companies and the public sector by demanding access
to company data underlying their business model raises relevant
questions about information power and the growing concentration
of digital infrastructure and data in the hands of highly monopo-
listic Tech companies [9]. The open policy conflict about such a
provision that exemplifies underlying political tensions extending
well beyond AI regulation only emerges through the presentation
of the AIA proposal. Finally, hegemonic discourse on AI gover-
nance is dislocated through the repoliticisation of the hegemonic
tech-solutionist lens to fairness and non-discrimination. Whilst the
narrow focus on tech-solutionism persists in the context of the AIA
proposal, the EC interestingly evolves to an even narrower focus
on data bias, instead of the previously vaster socio-technical and
market-centred approach to bias in AI systems. The narrow focus
on data bias and its tech-solutionist operationalisation through
data set requirements leads to open policy conflict with Google
and Microsoft. The latter refer to technological infeasibility and a
reductive vision of bias and fairness to shift the debate to industry
led standards and processes. This leads to the emergence of two
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distinct policy conflicts: The diverging operational understanding
of a complex phenomenon like fairness, and second a persisting
conflict on whether prescriptive or performance-based regulatory
models are more adapted for ‘ethical’ AI governance.

6 CONCLUSION
Overall, this paper finds that the European discourse on ‘ethical’
AI by the European Commission and Big Tech companies such as
Google and Microsoft is largely hegemonic and depoliticised in
non-legally binding settings from 2018-2021, yet evolves to non-
hegemonic and repoliticised discourse upon being dislocated by the
prospect of non-legally binding regulation, which pushes actors to
reveal their genuine policy preferences [1].

Whilst the author cannot confirm that the AIA proposal is the
independent variable producing this change, the results allow for
this hypothesis that should be further scrutinised in subsequent
research. The initial assessment of non-legally binding regulation
reveals that both the EC as a lawmaker and Big Tech companies
as the most relevant private actors in the AI field take a highly
lexically congruent approach to their ‘ethical’ AI principles, by
identifying largely similar principles as relevant. Their definitions
and operationalisation however reveal minor semantic incongru-
ences, through the mechanisms of abstractness and unexplored
contestation. Nevertheless, these incongruences are minor and the
discourse on non-legally binding regulation is regarded as hege-
monic, which is further sustained by the actors’ shared instrumental
approach to AI ethics. This hegemonic discourse has the effect of
reinforcing a narrow policy scope which through the absence of
underlying social and political issues from the discourse leads to de-
politicisation of ‘ethical’ AI. This depoliticised hegemonic discourse
on non-legally binding ‘ethical’ AI governance is dislocated by the
prospect of the legally binding AIA proposal through the repoliti-
cisation of the previously hegemonic discourse. Repoliticisation
means that previously omitted yet underlying social and political
conflicts become apparent in the discourse of the actors that for-
mulate specific policy preferences in the competition to achieve
the most favourable legally binding regulatory outcome. Beyond
the highly incongruent regulatory model preferences, I identify
two mechanisms that drive discourse dislocation: the shift from
abstract and vague statements to specific policy preferences and
open policy conflict within the highly hegemonic tech-solutionist
approach to fairness and non-discrimination.

These findings are limited by the idiosyncrasy of the selected case
and selection biases inherent to CDA methodology. I encountered
difficulty discerning Big Tech’s genuine policy preferences despite
potential desirability bias in their primary sources. This bias might
even be an explanatory variable for the initial hegemony of non-
legally binding discourse and could be explored in future research.
Furthermore, the restricted scope of this research to the initial
2021 AIA proposal which does not consider subsequent versions
as well as the final version of the AIA adopted in December 2023
is a limit of this paper. Subsequent research could trace how the
policy conflict shown in this paper is resolved or not by tracing
the actors’ discourse throughout the trialogue process and the final
AIA. Moreover, it may be fruitful to trace the discourse of other

relevant actors such as the European Parliament and show nuanced
results on the mechanisms of hegemony.

Despite these limitations, this paper successfully joins the con-
cept of hegemonic discourse through the novel concept of lexical
and semantic congruence to the literature on supposedly converg-
ing ‘ethical’ AI governance by considering shared underlying mech-
anisms such as an economically motivated instrumental approach
to AI ethics. At a critical juncture in AI policy moving towards
legally binding regulation, this paper identifies ensuing policy con-
flicts and their place within a narrow ‘ethical’ AI policy context
focused on tech-solutionist mechanisms. The move from supposed
hegemony to politicised discourse indicates upcoming policy con-
flict and the likelihood of previously ignored social and political
tensions at the centre of digital governance. The repoliticisation of
the discourse on ‘ethical’ AI within the EU following the introduc-
tion of the AI Act may have important implications for its ensuing
codification and implementation across the EU. The results of this
paper point towards conflictuality, which will likely be observed
in the drafting and agreement about the Conformity Assessments
under the AI Act throughout the transition period prior to full appli-
cation by 2027. These assessments for high-risk AI systems (Article
3, AI Act) are to be conducted either internally or by accredited
third parties to determine what regulatory burden AI providers
will fall under [1]. Currently, European institutions are consulting
with industry actors and other stakeholders on how to standardise
and manage such assessments, which posits a ground on which
the rising repolitcisation of the discourse on ‘ethical’ AI between
Big Tech companies and the European Commission may continue.
Companies will have an interest to influence the procedures and
standards that determine risk classification and hence the regu-
latory burden falling on them. Their priorities may differ from
the EC, which needs to balance its commitment to public safety
with procedural decisions regarding its administrative structure
that impact on implementatibility. A new arena for these tensions
may be the planned EU AI Office that will mainly be tasked with
enforcing the AI Act. Such persisting conflictuality may further
entrench the repoliticisation of ‘ethical AI’ in the public discourse
as the question of what understandings of ethics will prevail in such
a standardisation process, coupled with the management practices
it enables, will be decisive for the effective enforcement of the AI
Act. As such development unfold, it will be fruitful to further trace
the discourse of the studied actors in subsequent research.
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A.1.3 Google (Non-legally binding primary sources)
• Responsible AI Practices (n.d.)
• Perspectives on Issues on AI Governance (2019)
• Responsible Development of AI (2019)
• Building a responsive regulatory framework for AI (2020)
• Marian Croak’s vision for responsible AI at Google (2021)
• 2022 AI Principles Progress Update (2022)
• Google Research, 2022 & beyond: Responsible AI (2023)
• Google CEO: Building AI responsibly is the only race that

really matters (2023)
• A policy agenda for responsible AI progress: Opportunity,

Responsibility, Security (2023)
• A Policy Agenda for Responsible Progress in Artificial Intel-

ligence (2023)
A.1.4 Google (Sources on legally binding texts)

• Consultation on the AI Inception Impact Assessment
Google’s submission (2020)

• Consultation on the EU AI Act Proposal Google’s submission
(2021)

A.1.5 Microsoft (Non-legally binding primary sources)
• A Balancing Act: Regulating AI to boost responsible innova-

tion in Europe (2021)
• Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (2023)
• Microsoft #Tech Talk on Responsible AI (2023)

A.1.5 Microsoft (Sources on legally binding texts)
• Response of Microsoft Corporation to the European Commis-

sion’s Inception Impact Assessment on Artificial Intelligence
Legislation (2020)

• Microsoft’s Response to the European Commission’s Con-
sultation on the Artificial Intelligence Act (2021)

A.2 THEMES IDENTIFIED THROUGH CDA

Table 2: Non-legally binding regulation

Theme Presence amongst actors Details

Nature of AI: Dual Nature
framing of AI

Present in the discourse of all three actors Refers to dual Nature framing of AI Refers to dual
use nature, risk as inherent to innovation

Attitudes to governance Present in the discourse of all three actors AI Principles (comparison), not stifling innovation,
policy alignment

Principle of transparency Commitment by all actors to varying degrees Explainability (XAI), traceability, black box problem

Principle of fairness Commitment by all actors to varying degrees Human and technical bias, technical mitigation
strategies

Table 3: Legally binding regulation

Theme Presence amongst actors Details

Regulatory preferences Present in the discourse of all three actors Whitepaper on AI (2020) and AIA Act (2021) with
their respective public consultations

Principle of transparency Commitment by all actors to varying degrees Article 10 AIA Proposal, transparency on business
model and source codes

Principle of fairness Commitment by all actors to varying degrees Article 64 AIA Proposal, representative, complete
and error free datasets
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